Business Solution

Consigned Inventory Management
In an era of cost containment and drug shortages, is your pharmacy able to quickly access high-cost drugs at the time when your patients present the need? What is the financial impact of expensive unused or expired product to your facility?

McKesson Plasma and Biologics supports health systems and hospitals in managing the capital and inventory of high cost therapeutics for blood disorders, as well as targeted and rare diseases. Through a tier-based program for consigned inventory of factor, immune globulin and specialty products, we help you with product access and cost containment while mitigating the financial risk that comes from managing these products.

**It’s our way of caring for your specialty therapeutics, so you can care for your patients.**

| Place an initial consignment order | Receive replacement inventory | Get billed for used inventory at the time product is used or monthly | Reconcile consignment inventory (monthly) | Manage short-dated consignment inventory, never less than nine months from product expiration |
**Access to Product at the Time of Treatment**

With MPB’s comprehensive portfolio of more than 170 consigned products, gain immediate access to most factor and Ig products on the market today. And, with reach across more than 40 states as well as emergency order and delivery options, you’ll be prepared when the patient needs the therapy. Par levels are determined for each requested item, ensuring you always have product on hand that is dated no less than nine months from expiration.

**Personalized Preferences for Better Cost Containment**

In addition to personalized par levels, through other program options, hospitals can manage both cost and cash flow, beginning with preferences such as when and how invoices are received, whether after product is used or monthly. Plus, the consigned product purchase volume applies to wholesale volume, allowing your facility to optimize savings, whether based on cost of goods or group purchasing organization pricing.

**Program Support to Avoid Risk**

With a dedicated team of consignment and blood disorder experts, continuous support is available for order management, returns, inventory reconciliation, billing and 24-hour emergency orders. This team supports your facility with monthly reconciliation to determine replacement inventory, product used and product returned and reconciled. With hands-on control of inventory management, you can be confident in being compliant with 340B and other requirements.

---

**Get started today. Speak with a MPB Consignment Specialist at 877.625.2566, option 1, option 7.**

For More Information, please contact:

Taylor Silva, Consignment Sales Executive – National

803.476.6120 cell phone
877.625.2566 Customer Service
844.591.3835 Fax
taylor.silva@mckesson.com
Partnering for better health

At McKesson, we bring a deep understanding of the entire pharmacy business to effectively drive organizational change and help our customers achieve better business health. With our supply chain excellence, dedicated experts and portfolio of evidence-based solutions, we can help you drive down costs, improve efficiency and identify growth opportunities so you can focus on what matters most — patient outcomes.